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Denmark participates in an international EIAAMF project "Methanol as Motor Fuel" with the
Danish Technological Institute and the Danish
Methanol Association as actors.
The Israeli EIA-AMF member has just studied
and formulated a standard for M15 (15%
methanol and 85% gasoline).
The Danish team has developed and tested a
105 octane M85 (85 parts methanol and 15
parts gasoline + protective additives).

95 octane A7 is a new "greener" standard
gasoline. It is easily manufactured at refinery
and distributed directly to the service stations.
It can also be prepared by the oil companies of
a base gasoline (BOB) and an alcohol mixture
with methanol and ethanol in the ratio 3: 4.

95 Octan A7 has 3 times more 2-generation
biofuel than required by law. This new gasoline
can easily replace the gasoline we use today
without becoming more expensive.
105 Octane M85 increases horsepower. It
provides softer more silent engine operation
with low emissions and meets the government's
wishes.
The annual Danish potential of 48 PJ biogas is
enough for methanol to replace our Danish
consumption of gasoline.
If methanol is also used for storage of wind
power, the entire transport sector can be fueled
- with no loss of tax revenue.
Sweden has over 1300 service stations for E85.
It has required incentives and exemption from
energy taxes. M85 does not need such support
- only the barriers are being removed

Real Driving Emission (RDE) was measured using
mobile equipment (PEMS) under realistic
conditions. Power and torque are measured on
rolling road:
Technology
AFR, stoich.
RVP, kPa
MJ/l
Performance
Maks. effekt
Maks. moment
MJ/km
km/l
Emission
CO, g/km
NOx, g/km
Pn, G#/km

95 Octane
Gasoline
14,0:1
40-88
32,2

105 Octane
M85
7,6:1
45-67
18,2

68 hp
97 Nm
1,63
19,8

73 hp
102 Nm
1,62
11,8

1,4
0,4
234

0,4
0,6
259

Well to Wheel CO2 per km is 130 g for E5, 40 g on 105
octane M85 and 8 g on pure biomethanol (M100). Tail
pipe CO2 is the same for the tested fuels. Although the
test car is flex fuel, it could drive a far longer ride on
the liter with a high-compression engine.

105 Octane M85 is most easily distributed from
refinery directly to the filling stations.
It has all the prerequisites for becoming the
engine of the future and making it profitable
with blender pumps that mix as we fill.

Two existing methanol tanks each of 2,500 m3 at Port of Aarhus.
From here, all of Denmark can be supplied. To the east, there is
room for a methanol plant that processes both biogas and wind
power in a completely new synergistic process. Methanol - also
called "Liquid Gas" and "Liquid Electricity" – is to be
manufactured in an amount of 1 million t annually.

The test car - a Peugeot 107 1.01 City car - was surprisingly found to run on pure methanol and any
mixture with gasoline without losing power or torque
– on the contrary. A French Plug ‘n Play Flex Fuel Kit
makes the car a full-fledged Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV).

Next Step

•
•

Distribution of new 95 octane A7
Fleet Experiment with over 100 cars and
establishment of 105 octane M85 pumps

This sheet is extracted from a detailed report under
preparation for the Energy Agency that supports the
project financially with EUDP-funds.
A more detailed folder can be downloaded from
http://danskbiomethanol.dk/IEA/CityCarFolderEn.pdf
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